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We are pleased to present the Filmteractive 2015 Yearbook, 
which is a publication summing up Filmteractive Market 
2014 activities. 
The aim of this publication is to promote the projects of the 
finalists and winners of Market 2014, as well as to provide 
you with a brief survey of the event and to emphasise its 
content-related value. 
Filmteractive Market is an unique event in the Baltic Sea 
Region as well as in Central & Eastern Europe. The main aim 
is to present the best innovative audiovisual projects as well 
as to enable professional networking between creators of 
a/v works, potential co-producers, investors, commissioning 
editors and content buyers. All finalist projects are promoted 
internationally thanks to our varied expert panel and 
cooperation with partner events worldwide.  
The idea of the event is to connect the world of film art and 
advertising with the digital sphere, and to demonstrate the 
significance of this combination in the realm of advancing 
digitalisation.The second edition of the Market took place on 
25th September 2014 at Lodz Film School. 

Olgierd Cygan
Founder of the event

Introduction

Looking forward to meeting you at Filmteractive 2015!
www.filmteractive.eu
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Filmteractive is a two-day international event devoted to 
innovative audiovisual content:  interactive film, web video, 
branded & digital content, and crossmedia/transmedia.
The event is a 3-in-1 formula – a combination of business 
Conference (Filmteractive Conference), content Market 
(Filmteractive Market), and digital art Festival (Filmteractive 
Festival). The event is organised by the Lodz Media Klaster 
Foundation, the Polish National School of Film, Television 
and Theatre in Lodz, and the Digital One interactive agency.
The aim of Filmteractive is to create an ideal meeting place, 
where filmmakers, interactive directors, artists, marketers, 
and potential investors may network and exchange their 
professional know-how.
The four past editions of Filmteractive attracted hundreds 
of guests and dozens of acknowledged speakers from all 
over the world. The 2014 edition featured 350 guests from 
different European countries. Not only did we welcome 
representatives of significant brands, but also producers, 
creators and various media.

About the event

Our target group includes:
– Film branch – creators and producers pitching their 
projects, and looking for potential investors and partners
– Interactive branch – digital companies, portals and VOD 
services interested in purchasing the projects being pitched; 
content creators, interactive directors and other new media 
producers
– Investors looking to finance presented A/V projects
– Media looking for new content
– Advertising branch interested in using video art
– Marketers interested in expanding their business contacts.
The main goal of Filmteractive is to provide business 
networking between artists and the business sector from 
around Europe. The secondary goal is to teach about 
the possibilities of digital content, interactive video and 
crossmedia formats.

FILMTERACTIVE 2014
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Filmteractive Market (a part of the Filmteractive event) is 
the first interactive – crossmedia content marketplace in 
Central and Eastern Europe. It is a place for content creators 
who want to present their innovative film, crossmedia or 
digital content projects, and for those who want to sell or 
buy a project or technological solution.
In 2014 the call for projects was sent out on March 15th. 
Projects submitted to Filmteractive Market are innovative 
audiovisual works: interactive video, crossmedia, 

Filmteractive Network is an online networking platform 
for participants of the Filmteractive project. It is a platform 
where artists, creators, content buyers and producers  

http://www.network.filmteractive.eu

About Filmteractive Market

About Network

transmedia, branded content and digital content. We received 
72 submissions. The number of submissions from NDPC 
countries was: Estonia 4, Germany 7, Lithuania 2, Poland 8, 
Netherlands 4, Denmark 1, Russia 1, Sweden 1, Norway 1. 
All the projects were evaluated by a panel of international 
experts. The best 8 interactive films, crossmedia and 
digital content projects selected were pitched live in front 
of the Filmteractive Market audience, including international 
professionals, content buyers, and European broadcasters.

ABOUT FILMTERACTIVE NETWORK

can create their profiles and project profiles in order to 
present their interests, work and ideas, as well as to make 
contact with possible new business partners.
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The Media Cluster creates conditions that are favourable to 
developing the media industry in Lodz by supporting companies 
and entrepreneurs in implementing their projects, in particular in 
the area of filmmaking, television and new media, taking advantage 
of the local economic potential and the research resources of the 
Polish National School of Film, Television, and Theatre and other 
regional education and research and development centres. 

ORGANISERS

Fundacja Media Klaster 
The Media Cluster Foundation 

http://www.mediaklaster.pl
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Interactive Advertising Bureau Poland is an organisation that 
brings together the most important Internet websites, advertising 
networks, media houses and interactive agencies in Poland. The 
main aim of this organisation is educating about how the Internet 
can be used in the advertising industry. Their task is to inform 
about advertising potential, show effective solutions as well as to 
create and present quality standards.

IAB Polska 

http://iab.org.pl

ORGANISERS
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One of the oldest and most prestigious Film Schools in 
Europe. The school educates students in film art, television 
photography and acting. Studies comprise practical 
workshop classes accompanied by history, culture and art 
theory. This is the centre of film life in Lodz and in Poland. 
Among the best known graduates are Andrzej Wajda, 
Roman Polański, Pawel Edelman, Krzysztof Kieślowski, 
Zbigniew Rybczyński and Juliusz Machulski.

Lodz Film School

http://www.filmschool.lodz.pl

ORGANISERS
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Digital One realizes complex marketing and image 
campaigns in the area of creative usage of new media, 
technology and the Internet. The experience gained during  
15 years of active presence on the digital market and following 
trends makes them one of the companies which points out 
new directions for advertising market development. 
In our projects we follow our philosophy of DIGITAL FOR 
REAL which lets us create projects that significantly change 
the world of modern advertising. This finds its confirmation in 
our business partner’s references, invitations to prestigious 
international branch events and prizes received.

Supporting company  
Digital One Interactive Agency 

http://www.digitalone.pl

Digital One creates engaging communication platforms and 
helps to  adapt international brands’ global strategies to 
the local environment. We combine innovative interactive 
solutions with traditional marketing communication. In this 
way we shape consistent images of the brands and affect 
consumers’ purchase decisions.
Our Clients include Axa Direct, Estée Lauder Companies 
(Bobbi Brown, Clinique, Estée Lauder, Smashbox), Indesit, 
Kamis, Polkomtel (Plus), PepsiCo (Lipton Ice Tea, Pepsi, 
Pepsi Max), Sephora, Teva.

ORGANISERS
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The NDPC is the main Granting Institution of the Filmteractive 
project. Cooperation between the two parties started  
in 2013.

About NDPC
The NDPC was established in 2010 as the fourth Partnership 
in the Northern Dimension Policy, a common policy for  
the EU, Iceland, Norway and Russia.
Northern Europe has an interesting history and cultural 
heritage, a cultural and linguistic diversity, a versatile 
cultural and artistic production, deep experiences in cultural 
cooperation and exchange, and a lot of professional 
networks in all sectors of society. Cultural production and 
culture-based services and innovations should be used to 
promote Northern Europe and its culture for the people in 
the region and for wider international consumers, and thus 
contribute to social development and economic growth.

The Northern Dimension Partnership 
on Culture (NDPC)

The objectives the NDPC are to:
– Function as a complement to already existing national and 
international organization institutions working with cultural 
cooperation and exchange
– Advocate for the potential of cultural and creative industries 
to bring about change
– Provide a platform to facilitate dialogue and exchange of 
best practices
– Follow the policy development for cultural and creative 
industries and cultural based innovation in the Member 
countries and regional councils
– Highlight the cross- sector character of cultural and 
creative industries and organize meetings, seminars and 
workshops to connect various stakeholders as cultural and 
creative entrepreneurs, funding and financing institutions 
and agencies, civil servants with responsibility to develop 
policies for cultural and creative industries, media etc.
– Commission studies and research on relevant topics  
and/or sectors in the ND area
– Inform about cultural and creative industries development 
and networks in the ND area on its website.

FILMTERACTIVE GRANTING INSTITUTION
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FILMTERACTIVE GRANTING INSTITUTION

The Łódź Film Commission was established in 2009 as the 
first such organisation in Poland, the second – after the 
Łódź Film Fund established two years earlier – step towards 
the implementation of the film policy of the City of Łódź. 
Commission provides comprehensive and professional 
assistance to producers of all forms of audiovisual 
production including: feature films, documentaries, 

Łódź Film Commission

The mission of the Marshal Office of the Lodz Voivodship 
states that the office is an organisation created by people 
who effectively work for the sake of the citizens of the 
region. The office has its own Strategy, which emphasises 
among others, the high management values, openness, 
transparency, and high quality of services.

Marshal Office of Lodz Region

Filmteractive is supported by the Culture and Education 
department, which is in charge of supporting cultural 
initiatives and events in the Lodzkie Voivodeship as 
well as by Promotion and International Cooperation 
Department, whose main role is to promote the region and 
support international cooperation of the organisations and 
companies from the Lodzkie Region.

television programmes, commercials, video clips. Each 
project receives full support and a dedicated employee who 
holds the function of a certain “liaison” on the production-
city line. The Łódź Film Commission is also the operator 
of the Łódź Film Fund from which a producer may receive  
a subsidy for a feature film, documentary or animation.
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET PATRON

EVIO Polska

As a supplier of innovative solutions for the delivery of 
digital TV services, EVIO Polska has been the technology 
partner of choice of cable operators and ISPs. The Evio 
offer encompasses advanced digital TV decoders (set-
top-boxes), cloud-based TV services software, as well as  
acquiring licenses to rebroadcast and distribute TV content. 
EVIO relieves the financial burden from the  shoulders of 
operators who no longer need to invest in technology and 
hardware, thus giving them more freedom to shape their 
offer as they see fit.  The cooperation model proposed by 
EVIO allows operators to extend their offer with advanced 
interactive services with zero upfront investment.

The services offered by Evio include: eSTB (sale or leasing 
of set-top-boxes), eCDN (TV content delivery), eEPG 
(TV programme metadata delivery), eDRM (Conditional 
access and digital rights management system), eVOD 
(free-of-charge and premium content on demand), eCRM 
(subscriber management),  eGO! (multiscreen service for 
mobile devices) and eOTT (interactive video applications).  
EVIO has also created a novel “Twój TiViK” platform, an 
interactive news and entertainment portal that provides 
customers free on-demand content – a unique added value 
in an operator’s offer.

http://www.evio.info
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At the beginning, when I found out about Filmteractive  
I did not really know what to expect, as I knew nothing about 
the event, or its organisers nor its organisers. However 
after meeting Olgierd Cygan (the Founder of Filmteractive)
and after the conversation we had about A/V content and 
innovative trends, I was enthusuastic about getting involved 
in the event. I noticed how many topics we share and how 
important is cooperation in explaining and spreading the 
word about content marketing.
The scale of the event has proven what I have sensed and 
given me incredible energy. The formula of Filmteractive, the 
three parts of the event, was very coherent and consistent. 
The quality of the conference, excellent choice of speakers 
and professional organisation surprised me very positively. 
I think that Filmteractive is one of the most important 
international conferences in the industry.
Being a part of the Filmteractive Market expert panel has 
made me aware of how developed transmedia projects are in 

EVIO about Filmteractive

the world. What we are used to is the production of traditional 
TV content, meanwhile there are advanced projects being 
produced simultaneously, the projects that use the latest 
multimedia technologies.
Thanks to international networking possibilities we have 
obtained new contacts that we are going to work with while 
developing new Evio projects. We are also planning to work 
with artists who submitted their projects to Filmteractive 
Market. The potential of Polish and international artists is 
huge, and as we very much appreciate all the innovative 
solutions, we are going to look for possibilities of working 
together.
Filmteractive is a very inspiring event and therefore I think 
it should be focused on the development of an international 
audience and participants in order to constantly widen the 
perspective on the development of innovative audiovisual 
trends.

FILMTERACTIVE MARKET PATRON



The role of the Filmteractive Market Expert Panel is to judge 
the projects submitted to Filmteractive Market. In the first 
phase they choose the best eight projects to progress to the 
final pitching sessions during the Filmteractive event. In the 
second phase they choose the winning project.
They judge the projects on the following criteria: Level of 
innovation, Level of visual/technical excellence, Market 
applicability, Level of feasibility.

Filmteractive Market Expert Panel

FILMTERACTIVE MARKET EXPERT PANEL
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Adipat Virdi

Transmediasphere (UK)
Producer

Adipat Virdi studied Architecture and practiced Socio-Spatial Analysis before changing career to 
write and make films. Having studied at both Oxford and Cambridge, Adipat has qualifications that 
include Creative Writing, Marketing and PR and MA’s in Screenwriting and in Design, Strategy and 

Innovation. Adipat subsequently set up Maaji Productions. Alongside TV, film and documentary 
projects, Maaji also organizes industry events and delivers training courses around the world. 

Projects include Underground, a storyworld set against the history of London and Searching, which 
was a Sundance New Frontier Story Lab finalist that looked to raise awareness around honour-

based crimes. Alongside this, he has set up Transmediology as a hub for designing experiences, 
engaging audiences and managing communities within brands and storyworlds.

Martin Šimka

Evio Polska Sp. z o.o. (Poland)
VP Technology

Martin received his MSc degree in electronics and multimedia telecommunications and PhD 
degree in electronics from the Technical University of Košice, Slovakia, in 2002 and 2010, 

respectively. During internships abroad he was a member of research teams at universities 
in France, Germany and Belgium. For the last 8 years he has lived and worked in Poland. At 

Evio he leads a technical team providing services for cable companies and ISPs. He is an 
expert in cryptography and content protection systems.

Pietro Pierangeli

Subvertising (Italy)
Journalist, Editor in chief Pietro has been editor in chief of Subvertising since 2009.

He previously worked for advertising agencies such as JWT. He is also currently Head of 
Corporate and Digital Communication at Havas PR Italy.
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Lucia Haslauer

Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen - ZDF (Germany)
Commissioning Editor
Lucia studied Communication, modern History and Politics at the University of Vienna.  
During her studies she completed a private education programme for journalism. After that  
she worked with the Austrian Public Boradcaster – ORF as conceptionalist and editor and  
as a freelance for production companies. Since 2008 she has worked for ZDF, working 
as a crossmedia-developer in the new media department. She is also part of Das Kleine 
Fernsehspiel where she is closely involved with Quantum, a laboratory for innovative  
TV-Formats.

Aurelie Taguet

France Télévisions (France)
Editor in digital storytelling and transmedia
Aurelie works currently as a Commissioning Editor in Digital Storytelling and Transmedia  
for French public TV – France Télévisions. This department was created 3 years ago. Prior 
to this, she developed programs on new media for France 5 for 3 years. You can learn about 
France Television’s productions here http://nouvelles-ecritures.francetv.fr

Charlotte Appelgren

Cine-Regio (Belgium)  
Secretary-General for Cine-Regio, Brussels
M. Sc. (economics) and General Secretary of Cine-Regio since March 2006. Board member 
of Cineuropa.org and on EAO’s advisory committee. Studied in USA, Asia & Europe and 
has previously worked as Executive with Merlin Films (IR), Advisor/Coordinator MEDIA Desk 
Denmark, DFI Festival Manager (DK) and at two Danish production companies. Author of 
 the Fine Art of Co-producing (2002, 2007, primo 2015).

FILMTERACTIVE MARKET EXPERT PANEL
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Andres Jõesaar

Tallinn University Baltic Film and Media School
Associate Professor, Head of Crossmedia Production Program

He simultaneously heads the media research department of Estonian Public Broadcasting 
and is a member of The Group of European Audience Researchers (GEAR) at the European 

Broadcasting Union. From 2000-2012 Jõesaar was a member and the chairman of the 
Council of Estonian Public Broadcasting. He has been a member of the Council of  

Europe’s expert groups and active in other various national and international expert and 
working groups. Main research areas are media policy and economy and new media/media 

convergence. Jõesaar has PhD in on media and communication from Tartu University.

Maciej Hazubski

IQ Partners S.A. (Poland)
President of the Management Board

A graduate of Warsaw School of Economics, he is a highly experienced specialist in sales and 
management. He is also an advisor in numerous investment, merger and takeover deals. He 

is a co-creator and business associate in several ventures in the field of new technologies, the 
Internet and mobile solutions. He has held several managerial positions in new technology 

and Internet companies. Currently he is the President of the Management Board  
at IQ Partners S.A.

FILMTERACTIVE MARKET EXPERT PANEL
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Sebastian Grabowski

Orange Poland
Director of the Research and Development Centre

Sebastian Grabowski graduated from the Electronics and Telecommunication Department 
at the Koszalin University of Technology, from the Management Department at the Warsaw 

University and also from the Psychology Department at the Warsaw University of Social 
Sciences and Humanity. For 13 years he has worked in the telecommunications industry, 

currently he serves as Director of the Research and Development Centre in Orange Poland.



FILMTERACTIVE MARKET WINNERS

Creative team: Rain Ashford, Ivaylo Getov, Kyle Gustafson, 

Jasmine Idun Lyman, Julian Maciejewski, Jason Wishnow

Project elements: App with biofeedback possibilities, and 

artistic installations.

Genre: Interactive documentary, game, 

immersive experience, education

Language: English

Target audience: Anyone curious about science

Project stage: Development

Looking for: Funding for development

Axion is a unique, app-based and online interactive documentary. 

By allowing a player the freedom to navigate and discover an 

evolving virtual environment, the project suggests a consonance 

between the process of scientific discovery and a personal, emotive 

confrontation with the unknown. As players navigate their virtual 

world, each will gradually discover intimate and scientifically 

rigorous conversations with scientists and researchers working in 

cosmology and particle physics, while experiencing abstract, multi-

sensory content that reacts to and informs these interviews. During 

this process, Axion draws a parallel between visual poetry and 

scientific concepts, illuminating a creative and expressive side of 

the discourse that is often not showcased, and thus sharing a facet 

of scientific life that most people outside the scientific community 

have lacked. 

Axion
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET WINNERS

A primary goal of Axion is to humanize science, and challenge the 

perception of scientists as distant, alienating voices of mysterious 

authority. The game experience focuses on the role of science as  

a source of questions and intellectual transformation, while exploring 

the personal stories and motivations of scientists struggling at the 

limits of human understanding of natural law. 

By making Axion a non-linear, digital experience as opposed to  

a traditional documentary, a viewer can emotionally connect to the 

subject matter in a way that would otherwise be impossible. Instead 

of simply being shown and told a story, Axion allows a player to 

discover a story about discovery. By giving the viewer a sense of 

personal agency, they are invited to experience the story not only 

via the arc that we design, but through their own personalized path. 

We want to challenge the notion that science is a practice  

far-removed from daily life. We want to leave the viewer not with 

answers, but with a sense that it is acceptable to be uncertain – 

realizing that the methods of science provide not the ultimate 

source of answers, but rather a way to ask questions. 

Country of origin: International
Website: www.axion.is
Contact email: contact@axion.is
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET WINNERS

Creative team: Charlotte de La Gournerie, Producer Bo Juhl 

Nielsen, Author and Creative Producer Mikkel Mainz, Author 

and Director Kenneth Ladekjaer, Author and Director Simon 

Lee, Concept Design and Background Artist Mathias Winum, 

Music Composer

Project elements: Web-serie + game + comic book + mer-

chandising + web-site + social media

Genre: Animation / fantasy / epic / adventure

Language: No dialogue

Target audience: 15-24 years old

The Reward – Tales of Alethrion

Project stage: 18 minute prologue episodes in production, 

release date end January 2015. Homepage in 

development. Indie game isin production, digital edition  

of comic book is ready but not yet released.

Confirmed finance: 143 000 $ From Kickstarter + 180 000 € 

(Danish public funding)

Looking for: YouTube broadcaster, game company to 

co-produce a game, open to Brand content, Investors
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET WINNERS

Follow the characters that are exploring and adventuring the Land 

of Alethrion. They are all in some way or another connected to  

a mysterious treasure map that was created by the most epic hero 

of all time, Alethrion. No one knows what treassure or magical 

artifact Alethrion placed at the X on the map, but they do believe 

that it is the biggest treassure ever. What none of them know, is that 

the map leads to Alethrion’s greedy and dangerous spirit trapped 

inside a magical chest – its prison. It has been waiting to be found 

and knows that it is just a matter of time before greedy adventurers 

will find the treasure and release it. Now, generations later, new 

adventurers from all corners of The Land of Alethrion are searching 

for the mysterious treasure map to become the new mightiest 

heroes of all time.

Country of origin: Denmark
Website: Suncreature.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwuALck_
lp7LxzQcoskRjbQ
http://suncreaturestudio.tumblr.com/
https://www.facebook.com/SunCreatureStudio?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/SunCreatureStud
Contact email: Suncreaturestudio@gmail.com
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET FINALIST

Above

Thanks to a recent scientific discovery made public by  

a multinational enterprise, mankind will soon have the chance to 

live forever. The technology-oriented global society is euphoric 

about the ‘good’ news of postponing death and can’t wait to acquire 

this groundbreaking invention. But not everyone thinks this way.  

A group of unusual children remains apprehensive about the 

artificial destiny humankind seems to be taking.

When mistakenly put into an unconventional school, city boy Lucas 

turns to be the only link between the immortality device and the 

children from above, the only ones worried about the faith humanity 

seems to be taking.

The project “ABOVE” is a transmedia entertainment product, with 

a drama / action TV series in the centre of the experience. The 

franchise also includes an interactive eBook with spinoff stories of 

background characters, a participatory web-platform mixing fiction 

and reality and a documentary for TV and web.

Country of origin: Estonia
Website: http://vimeo.com/105589903
Contact email: gabriel@shasinteractive.com

Creative team: Shas Interactive

Project elements: MULTI-PLATFORM TV SERIES, INTERACTIVE 

E-BOOK, PARTICIPATORY WEB-PLATFORM, DOCUMENTARY FILM, 

GUERRILLA CAMPAIGN

Genre: Transmedia entertainment

Language: English

Target audience: Male, urban, 23 – 27

Project stage: Production of e-Book platform

Looking for: IT production partners, funding
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET FINALIST

Zamek – Interactive Movie

Country of origin: Poland
Website: www.zamek-film.com;  www.movlab.pl
Contact email: tomasz@movlab.pl

Creative team: Movlab – Film and Interactive Studio

Project elements: Interactive fictional film, comprehensive 

documentary and archival footage

Genre: Interactive documentary and fictional film

Language: Polish with English subtitles

Target audience: Versatile. Depending on the implemented 

content for commercial, educational and touristic use

Project stage: Final with possible expansions e.g. 

augmented reality  

Looking for: Possibilities of expansion to other environments 

and content

Zamek is the first Polish interactive movie. Two different genres –  

the fiction film and a comprehensive documentary with archive 

footage combined thanks to our IVC Interactive Video Composer 

which makes it possible to implement an infinite amount of footage 

into one interactive experience. This virtual reality is based on artistic 

vision, portraits of contemporary people and the dark pages of history 

of the Castle in Poznan.

The fictional film tells an interactive story about a young filmmaker 

arriving at the castle to make his next film. A seemingly easy assignment 

turns into a mysterious criminal intrigue. The viewer chooses his own 

path with up to four different endings, lasting up to one hour.

The documentary is an honest, over five hour long journey around 

the castle, only limited by the curiosity of the viewer. You can talk 

to the employees or a random passerby, watch the preparation of 

exhibitions and concerts and get lost in the maze of the castles’ 

corridors and stories. The archive footage adds old photos, postcards, 

documents, interviews and videos reaching as far as 1900.

The film contains 1391 pictures and 786 videos combined with IVC 

into a single huge interactive cross-media experience. Our interactive 

technology can take the viewer on a trip around any place, its sights 

and its mechanisms, engaging them in participation and education, 

stoking their curiosity.
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET FINALIST

Monsters to Clowns

Monsters to Clowns is a multiplatform transmedia project that turns 

children’s nightmares into sweet bedtime stories. 

The project, which has been created in collaboration with the Baltic 

Film and Media School, currently consists of an animation, a book 

and a web page. But stay tuned because the world of colourful 

monsters keeps growing!

The animated film – “Nights” presents nine different monsters and 

nine different children. These are stories taken direct from children 

nightmares, collected from nursery schools in Latvia and Estonia.

The book – “Where Magic Happens” talks about the same 

original characters from the animation, but with the unique edge 

of monsters’ point of view. The book reveals the other side of the 

project, which turns scary monsters into friendly creatures. You can 

discover a magical world full of colours and suprises.

Dig deeper into the creative world of colourful monsters and be part 

of an amazing experience.

Country of origin: Estonia
Website: www.monsterstoclowns.com
Contact email: l.vilnite@gmail.com

Creative team: Kristi Luht, Liva Vilnite, Marleen Moss, Ra-

smuss Puksmann in corporation with the Baltic Film and 

Media school

Project elements: Animation, book, webpage, TV show, 

radio show, tablet series, music album and computer, game

Genre: Animation, for children 

Language: English

Target audience: Children and their parents
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET FINALIST

Komplex, 28

Country of origin: Italy
Website: Http://www.lebfilm.com/28.html
Contact email: marianoequizzi@omniapictures.eu

Creative team: Mariano Equizzi (Concept, Story and AR 

implementation), Paolo Alderigi Bigazzi (Music and sounds), 

Luca Liggio (Digital Video Manager)

Project elements: Augmented reality storytelling set in urban 

spaces. The target is to create a Psychogeographic experi-

ence in which the audience crosses the limit of media and 

engages a disclosing of reality in a personal adventure

Genre: Thriller, satirical, speculative fiction, animation 

& live action.

Language: English

Target audience: 16-45

Project stage: Completed, ready to be deployed in 

other cities

Confirmed finance: Each city requires a specific budget.

Looking for: Other cities to explore and to augment 

with stories, involving and engaging audiences across 

urban spaces

Komplex, 28 puts the viewer/explorer at the centre of the experience 

which discloses a metaphoric scenario about the secret realities 

behind power and control strategies. A Hypnotist is looking for  

a clue to track down the killer of the Manchurian Candidate, he and 

the viewer will disclose an invisible city, hidden beyond the surface 

where an A.I. controls everything.
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET FINALIST

The Debtor

When Riccardo, an aspiring journalist, meets a man who has lost 

his memory, he sets off on a reverse trip to reconstruct his identity, 

certain of being able to write a piece that will get him a job.

While the story addresses the main theme of corruption, it also takes 

a look at the world of modern journalism and its mechanisms in a 

time of social networks. These issues are an integral concern of the 

general European public, even more so of those who regularly use 

websites or channels of information to learn about developments in 

politics and consequent impacts on life, be they a businessman or 

an unemployed person.

The man without memory: who is he really? What did he do? Is 

he really the victim? His character feeds off conflicts and alleged 

truths created especially to capture the attention of the public and 

to focus it on any clue that can reveal more about his nature. The 

most exciting twists in the story are built around him.

“The Debtor” is a series that encompasses all of the most innovative 

elements that exist today because of the hyper-connectivity of our 

time. As the story progresses, the channels built around

the characters in the series are populated with content with which 

the audience can interact.

Country of origin: Italy
Website: www.g-com.tv
Contact email: hello@g-com.it

Creative team: G-COM

Project elements: 16 interactive episodes, social media, 

messenger client

Genre: Interactive webseries

Language: English, italian

Target audience: Young adults and people with medium to 

high culture between 30 to 60 years old.

Project stage: Ready for production

Looking for: Broadcasting partners, advertisers to sell 

the available spaces, companies to add branded 

entertainment to the project, tel.com/carriers to partner for 

technology.
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FILMTERACTIVE MARKET FINALIST

Sweet Dreams Interactive Movie

Country of origin: Poland
Website: www.sweetdreams.inventcore.net
Contact email: adam.walkowski@inventcore.net

Creative team: Łukasz Gutowski, Adam Walkowski

Project elements: interactive crime story, interactive video 

player, web platform

Genre: Interactive documentary and fictional film

Language: Polish, English

Target audience: Independent movies audience, computer 

games audience, filmmakers, film producers

Project stage: Preproduction. Available prototype on 

www.deligic.com

Looking for: Co-producer, film studio

In the universe of Sweet Dreams parallel worlds exist together with  

reality. One of the worlds is Frontierspace – a gloomy mirror of our 

reality. Jack, the main character, is a retired cop who is exploring 

the deep parts of his lucid dreams. He learns how to use dreams for 

solving criminal cases.  

The first stage of the project is a pilot episode. The pilot is designed, 

like as the rest of the episodes, as an interactive story. The viewer 

can decide which characters and plots are the most interesting. In 

line with viewers’ decisions the audience can decide which parts of 

the story should be developed in the following episodes. 

The plot is pushed forward in two different ways. In the real world 

scenes, viewers explore the story in a passive way, becoming 

familiar with the characters. Interaction allows the story to be 

extended with various subplots. In this way, the lucid dream 

becomes an opportunity to interact. In the Frontierspace, viewers 

change into active participants. When a character enters the state of 

lucid dreaming, the viewer takes control of his actions and decisions. 

The viewers create a complete storyline. To achieve that we use 

interactive dialogues with other characters in the movie, video loops 

and video panoramas in which the viewer sees the scene from the 

character’s point of view.
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72 Projects

We received 72 projects from almost all European 
countries as well as from USA, Canada, Dominican 
Republik, Izrael and Rwanda. Among them, there 
were interactive videos, cross media projects, web 
documentaries, and second screen and interactive 
technological solutions.

USA

Canada

Brasil

Mexico

Dominican Republic
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Russia

PolandHolland
Germany

Spain

Hungary

Lithuania

Ukraine
UK

Slovakia

Bulgaria

Israel

Norway

Estonia

France
Romania

Turkey

India

Rwanda

Serbia
Italy
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Project name Country Author www Genre

Portrait from Haiti Italy Giovanni Fantoni Modena www.giofantonimodena-haiti.tumblr.com Shortcut

Auriga Germany Transmediastory.net transmediastory.net Crossmedia/Transmedia

Black Echo UK Peter Quirke/Andy Goodison andygoodison.wix.com/blackecho Transmedia 

BLACK FUTURE Spain Hanna Jarzabek www.blackfuture.net/en Crossmedia/Transmedia

Block Seven, the most remarkable 
democracy on earth

Italy / United Kingdom Jordie Montevecchi /  
Matchbox Media

– Crossmedia/Transmedia

Blurred Border Lithuania Andrius Lekavicius / Prime Field – Crossmedia/Transmedia

CHECKERED Spain Esteve Rodon Navarro www.biribipnarrativatransmedia.cat Transmedia Project

CHRONICLES OF CHANGE Poland IMPAKT FILM S.C. www.chroniclesofchange.com Crossmedia/Transmedia

CONGOTALES Italy Giampaolo Musumeci www.congotales.com Digital Content 

Conscious Cinema Bulgaria Marieta Petchanska www.consciouscinema.org Interactive Video

CrossMates Israel Applicaster www.applicaster.com Transmedia

SUBMITTED PROJECTS
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Crossmedia in E-health Norway Karl Erik Karlsen, 
ABUP – Sørlandet sykehus HF

www.abup.no Crossmedia

danubeStory Slovakia Jana Čavojska, Vladimir Kampf www.danubestory.eu Digital Content

Five Kings of New York USA Gene Graham vimeo.com/90694562 Web Reality Show

Freshers: H.S.C. Mercurius Holland Didi Koller www.spektor.nl/freshers Transmedia

gath3r USA/Holland John Maccabee/Richard Kastelein www.agoramedia.co.uk/gather.pdf Transmedia Game

Golden Line Lithuania Andrius Lekavicius / Prime Field Crossmedia/Transmedia

Guadalquivir – an interactive River-
movie

Germany David Schwertgen www.guadalquivir.collage-culturel.eu Web Documentary

Hey Whale! Spain Adrià Velardos Palomar www.adriavelardos.com/project/heywhale Crossmedia/Transmedia

Hłasko Interactive Project Poland Wojciech Szczerba – Crossmedia/Transmedia

HNY Hungary Matyas Kalman, Julia Halasz www.buekfilm.hu/#!en/ck0q Interactive Documentary

Home Cinema Ukraine Kostiantyn Korobov docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yZNK-NEG7MJiy4qgMnuJSr-
mOJ4_yfYY5vcKDRhoFoNE/edit?usp=sharing 

Crossmedia/Transmedia

SUBMITTED PROJECTS
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SUBMITTED PROJECTS
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How To Make A Ballet Dancer USA Cinematiks LLC www.HowToMakeABalletDancer.com Interactive Video

Inside the Tribal Experience Estonia Kadri-Liis Piirsalu & Nansy Mass www.dev.almic.eu/InsideTheTribalExperienceProject2014 Transmedia

Just Show Businness Ukraine Kostiantyn Korobov www.prezi.com/8f2nhl_mjecj/?utm_campaign=share&utm_ 
medium=copy&rc=ex0share 

Talent Show

La Fuente USA Marjory E. Leposky www.ampersandcom.com/chatterbox/LaFuenteTheFountain.htm Shortcut

L’Analogique Paraphrase France Geoffroy Dobbels www.paraphraseanalogique.tk Interactive Video

Love & Engineering Holland VPRO www.vpro.nl/loveandengineering Interactive Video

Love Radio – Episodes of Love and 
Hate

Holland Eefje Blankevoort & Anoek Steketee www.loveradio-rwanda.org Crossmedia/Transmedia

Martin From Space UK Natalie Clements Martinfromspace.com Interactive Video

MIRRORS OF THE SELF Romania Ioana Mischie www.mirrorsoftheself.tumblr.com Web Documentary

My Eastern Childhood in Stockholm Germany Dajana Trapp / MiriquidiFilm www.miriquidifilm.de Interactive Video

My History Germany Stephanie Schimo, Roland Junker – Transmedia

SUBMITTED PROJECTS
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netzwerktanzwerk Poland Ja Ja Ja Ne Ne Ne www.jajajanenene.com     Digital Content

Offshore Canada Helios Design Lab www.offshore-interactive.com Interactive Documentary

Perception Austria Reinhard Zach www.perceptionbike.blogspot.fi Documentary

Perfemenist Spain Aritz Cirbian www.compactoproducciones.com Web-series

Points of View Canada/Israel/Palestine Zohar Kfir www.points-of-view.net Interactive Video

Purple Turtle India Aadarsh Pvt Ltd www.PurpleTurtle.com Multimedia 

Pyeniny Poland Studio Dwa Potwory www.dwapotwory.com/pyeniny.html Crossmedia/Transmedia

RLF – Wrong life can be lived rightly Germany UFA LAB & Projektbüro Friedrich  
von Borries

www.rlf-propaganda.com Crossmedia/Transmedia

Ruby Skye P.I. Canada Story2.OH www.rubyskyepi.com Web Show

Rum and vodka online Poland Amin Bensalem www.rumandvodkaonline.pl Multimedia 

Saved by Words Turkay Aslı Ertürk aslierturk.tumblr.com Interactive Video

SUBMITTED PROJECTS
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SHARE A BITE - WEBDOC Poland PAWEŁ SOŁODKI & ŁUKASZ KLAT www.facebook.com/shareabitewebdoc Interactive Video

Shiva Destroys Sex India/USA Rattapallax www.rattapallax.com Crossmedia

SINGLE RWANDAN Rwanda / France Jacqueline Kalimunda – Transmedia

SoIoS Spain Lukas Jaramillo www.webdocsolos.com Interactive Video

The Bedroom Museum Estonia Adriana Sandu, Andra Rotaru,  
Raiko Suits

www.issuu.com/raikosuits/docs/bedroom_museum_bible Crossmedia

The Filipino Street Art Project USA Locavore Media www.filipinostreetart.com Transmedia

The Guild Games Holland Spektor www.theguildgames.com Multiplatform game

The Idea of Europe Spain Montecarlo – Transmedia

The oval portrait / film in 12 table-
aux

Italy Michela Depetris www.micheladepetris.com Document

The Thief India Ghosh International www.facebook.com/pages/CHOR-The-thief/671472092898175?re-
f=hl

Feature Film

Tiny Handbook of Crafts & Findings Brasil Marcos Ferreira pequenoalmanaque.com Transmedia

SUBMITTED PROJECTS
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Titan Effect Canada Christian Nommay www.facebook.com/TitanEffect Transmedia

Valya The Translator Serbia Iva Brdar www.barbarogeniji.tumblr.com/valya Crossmedia

VICTOR UK/ France/ Mexico Alex Pearson www.chocolatealbino.com Transmedia

Vikings Germany Georg Tschurtschenthaler,    
Tanja Schmoller

www.gebrueder-beetz.de/en/produktionen/vikings-wt-serious-game Digital Content

Y LOS HIPSTERS QUE? USA/Dominican Republic Yohanna Baez www.palomalgutierrez.tumblr.com Transmedia

Powergirls Germany Annekathrin Wetzel www.miriquidifilm.de Transmedia

Floria Russia Mark  Levin – Feature Film

SUBMITTED PROJECTS
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http://www.linkedin.com/company/filmteractive
 
FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com/FilmteractiveFestival
 
YOUTUBE
http://www.youtube.com/user/Filmteractive
 

PINTEREST
http://www.pinterest.com/filmteractive

SLIDESHARE
http://www.slideshare.net/Filmteractive
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Should you need to contact the authors of the projects, please let us know at  

info@filmteractive.eu or visit our online networking platform network.filmteractive.eu



16 pitching sessions

Experienced and varied panel of international experts 

3 Award categories:

Best creative project (transmedia, crossmedia, digital and innovative content)

Best commercial project (content for brands)

Best Technological Start-Up (best startup solutions supporting innovative a/v works) 

Call for projects starts March 2015

We are looking for:
interactive video

crossmedia/transmedia
branded content

digital content

Questions about Market?
Are you a content buyer?

Contact us: info@filmteractive.eu

Follow our website: http://filmteractive.eu

FILMTERACTIVE MARKET 2015
NEW FORMULA


